Experience history and nature in the scenic setting of the Historic Indian Agency House's trail system. Choose from three trails which accommodate a range of interests. Enjoy your hike.

**Trail Rules:**

- Stay on marked path
- Bicycles and motor vehicles prohibited
- Do not litter
- Do not smoke
- Overnight use prohibited
- No metal detecting or collecting of any kind
- Bug repellent recommended

Warning: The Historic Indian Agency House is not liable for the safety of those using this trail system. Hike at your own risk.

**“Stories of the Land” Trailway**

**Outer Loop Trail**

Hike through three ecosystems in just over a mile. This land has served as a place of habitation, work, and recreation for multiple cultures over thousands of years. The interpretive trail begins here and ends in the yard of the Agency House. Interpretational signage enhances your walk.

- Surface: Mowed grass
- Skill level: Moderate
- Interpretation: Trailside Signs
- Length: 1.2 miles

**Prairie Ridge Trail**

From the highest vantage point of the Agency landform, scan a 1+ mile vista over this surviving historic prairie landscape. The path is accessed by the main trailhead, diverging to the left as marked. Return the way you came, or continue along the Outer Loop Trail.

- Surface: Mowed grass
- Skill level: Easy
- Interpretation: None
- Length: 0.25 miles

**Marquette Trail**

Enjoy breathtaking views along the high bank overlooking the legendary Fox River. Trace the route of Marquette and Joliette who crossed the portage in 1673. Access the trail at the end of Agency House Road. This unimproved trail does not loop. Retrace your steps.

- Surface: Primitive footpath
- Skill level: Difficult
- Interpretation: None
- Length: 0.75 miles

Ice Age Trail

Enhance your outing by hiking the Ice Age National Scenic Trail segment along the historic Portage Canal. A pedestrian bridge at the end of Agency House Road offers convenient access to this gravel walking path.